
CDC‐ i霧澤辮競t

KAWI HOUSE,SOUTH C BELLEVUE,
OFF MOMBASA ROAD,MD CROSS ROAD,

P.0.BOX 100746-00101,NAIROBI
TEL:(254)202427516/0719036000

Green Energy lor Kenya .ke/―
ber

TO:ALL BIDDERS

ADDENDUM 2:CLARIFICAT10N

RE:TENDER FOR SUPPLY&DELIVERY OF DIRECT10NAL DRILLING T00LS FOR
BARINGO SILALI GEOTHERMAL PROJECT‐ TENDER REF:GDC/DO/OT/016/202212023
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In response to the request for clarification, GDC wishes to respond ds follows;

No。 Bidders Ouery GDC Resnonse
1 According to the technical specifications, on

item I (8" Mud Motors), it is stated that the
motor should have 5t/2" REG box * 6 518"
REG box. However, this is not a standard
connection, please confirm if this is correct.

Also, on the same item (8" Mud Motors), it is
stated that the motor should have 5/6 lobe
configuration. However, the 516 lobe
configuration is not available for
manufacturing, can we offer a718 5.0 per the
attached specifi cation?

Kindly advise.

There is no change in the specifications. The
Equipment shall be supplied as specified in the
tender document.

2. Kindly do share the drilling machine details,
i.e. type, model and rating (power / pressure).

The question is very general. Please refer to a
specific item and schedule.

3. Can a bidder quote for only schedule I or 2
since the items are even for different
functionality

Award will be done per complete schedule as

indicated in the tender document.

4. Schedule 2 is also mixed up with brequests for
Inclinometer, computers, Deutz Engine
service, 280mm 6 blades blower Fan
Lombardini Kohler Part No. 9718324

Schedule two (2) remains the way it is and
bidder is required to quote for the complete
schedule.

5. Request for extension of tender closing date? Thc tender closing date remains as stated in

addendum one(1)i.e。 19th December,2022 at

2.00Pm。



A1l other requirements/inStructions remain unchanged.

FOR:MANAGER SUPPLY CHAIN
GEOTHERMAL DEVELOP〕ⅥENT COⅣIPANY
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